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During the period February 1965—June 1966,
USNS Eltanin completed Cruises 16 through 23.
All of these cruises took place in the Pacific sector
of Antarctica except Cruise 22, which went back
into the Scotia Sea. Table 1 summarizes the piston
coring activities for this period and compares the
results with those from Cruises 1-15.

Table 1

	

No.	Longest	Avg.	Total	Cumulative

	

Cruise	Cores	(cm.)	Length (cm.) Length (cm.)Length (cm.)

	

1-15	320	2642	690.1	220,835	220,835

	

16	11	705	340.0	3,741	224,576

	

17	45	1935	719.8	32,392	256,968

	

18	3	1364	1078.3	3,235	260,203

	

19	14	1750	386.9	6,190	266,393

	

20	17	1168	549.6	9,343	275,736

	

21	23	1940	539.6	12,410	288,146

	

22	34	1251*	614.0*	20,875*	309,021*

	

23	19	2563*	1229 . 6*	23,362*	332,383*

	

16-23	166	2563*	672.0	111,548	111,548

	

1-23	486	2642	683.9	332,383	332,383
*Estimated from deck logs.

In addition to the piston cores, 74 Phleger cores
and 21 dredge hauls were obtained, giving totals of
125 Phleger cores and 106 dredge hauls for Cruises
I through 23. A series of bottom photos was ob-
tained at almost every coring station.

The piston cores are obtained with a Ewing
corer, modified to take plastic liners. The liners
are removed from the barrel after coring, waxed,
and capped, and are shipped to the United States
as commercial ocean freight. Beginning with Cruise
23, the cores are stored aboard Eltanin at sea-floor
temperatures and shipped to the United States
under chilled conditions for storage at VC. at the
recently completed Antarctic Marine Geology Re-
search Facility at Florida State University. At the
University, the cores are stripped of wax, split, de-
scribed, photographed, and sampled for textural,
mine ralogical, geochemical, and paleoniagnetic anal-
yses.

The studies of the cores have more clearly deline-
ated the areal and vertical distribution of glacial
marine, siliceous and calcareous oozes, and clayey
silts over a wide sector off the Antarctic Continent.
The belt of manganese concretions which follows
the "Eltanin Fracture Zone" and the Antarctic Con-
vergence across the Pacific, through the Drake Pass-
age, and across the Burdwood Bank, has been sharply
defined. The paleomagnetic studies have revealed
the reversal in polarity at the Brunh€s-Matuyama
boundary about 14 meters below the surface in the
Pacific-Antarctic Basin and the Drake Passage, while
cores from the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge and Scotia
Arc have the same reversal at about 1 meter.
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The geochronologic studies during 1965-1966 in-
cluded: a) determination of sedimentation rates of
foraminiferal ooze by the thorium method; b) de-
velopment of methods of age determination from
protactinium/thorium ratios; c) age determination
and history of manganese nodules by thorium and
uranium isotope methods; and d) attempts at age de-
terminations using biogenic materials such as dia-
toms and coccoliths.

Approximately 150 samples were used to deter-
mine the sedimentation rates in six foraminiferal
cores from Eltanin Cruises ii, 13, 14, and 15 to
the South Pacific. These samples had much less
Th 23 2 than did similar samples from the Drake Pas-
sage and a total Th2t0 method, rather than a tho-
rium ratio method, was therefore employed. The sedi-
mentation rates obtained, 1-2 cm./103 years, were
not surprising. There are definite indications; how-
ever, that sedimentation rates have not been uni-
form and, in fact, that there were periods of non-
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